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Course Description: We will examine competing feminist discourses regarding women’s involvement/portrayal in the sex work industry. As debates regarding sex work have in the past and continue to rage in feminist (and other) circles, this course will allow a thorough exploration of this multi-faceted issue. Grounded in feminist theoretical and methodological perspectives, our discussions will be guided by the following considerations:

- What are the competing feminist discourses regarding sex work, and what are the similarities/differences between these discourses?
- How are these competing discourses deployed in a global context, and what issues/concerns arise within a global consideration of sex work?
- Is sex work inherently degrading/objectifying to women, or can one allow that it may also be sexually liberating?
- How might one’s social situatedness (i.e., social class, race/ethnicity, gender, education, non-sex worker, sex worker etc.) influence his/her perspective of sex work? How does this problematize these perspectives?
- What other social discourses regarding sex work (e.g., freedom-of-speech, religious) clash and/or complement the feminist discourses?
- How do discourses deployed by women outside of the sex work industry (i.e. academics, human rights activists) clash and/or complement those of sex workers?

Primary Course Objectives:

- To challenge you to consider the various “sides” of this issue and critically evaluate the merits and pitfalls of a presumed unilateral “feminist” perspective. Thus, you will further hone your critical thinking skills as well as your ability to apply feminist theoretical/methodological approaches to specific topics.
- To gain a better understanding of how subjectivity/social situatedness permeates theoretical and methodological perspectives.
- By completing an extensive original-research project collaboratively, you will gain practice in feminist, social-scientific research methodologies, researching, and writing.

Important Disclaimer: Due to the nature of this course, we will be discussing/watching/reading some material with graphic content. For example, we will be watching documentaries on sex work that include clips of pornographic material, possibly reading/analyzing some short erotic stories, and reading/watching some candid descriptions of sex workers’ experiences in the industry. Likewise, students will engage in a collaborative original-research project on a topic of their choice, and some of these will likely include graphic content. At all times, we will approach the course material professionally and with scholarly aims. However, I wanted to state this up front to give people the chance to rearrange their course schedule if they feel it necessary.

Required Texts, Readings, and Library Resources: All readings are to be completed before the class period in which they appear on the Course Calendar/Moodle. Two required texts:

---

1 This course will focus primarily on the experiences/perspectives of women; however, if time allows we will discuss men’s portrayal/involvement in the sex work industry (e.g., male prostitutes, male erotic dancers, males as consumers of pornography/prostitution, etc.). Also, the collaborative original-research project will enable exploration of men’s involvement/portrayal in the sex work industry for those particularly interested in this area.


The bracketed information indicates how these sources will be referenced in the Course Calendar/Moodle. Also, I will make available via reserves various course readings supplementing the required texts.

The following library resources, available in the 3rd-floor Reference Collection, may prove useful for gaining background information on content/methodological areas with which you are not familiar and/or for jumpstarting your research. Occasionally I will assign sections of these as required readings:


Also consult the library’s Research by Topic—Social Sciences page for online databases for your library research; I will highlight those databases that will be most useful to you in our library session.

**Academic Integrity:** As a participant in a scholarly community and a producer of scholarship, you have a vested interest in protecting the intellectual property of yourself as well as other scholars. As such, you are bound by the rules of the Cornell scholarly community to uphold your own and others’ academic integrity; these rules and consequences of their violation are explicitly delineated in *The Compass* under the subsections, “Honesty in Academic Work” and “Procedures for Dealing with Dishonesty in Academic Work”:

http://www.cornellcollege.edu/student_affairs/compass/academicpolicies.shtml

While you are ultimately responsible for maintaining your academic integrity, as your professor I believe it my duty to guide you in this effort. As such, at any time if you are unsure of how to properly document your sources and/or integrate others’ works into your own scholarship via paraphrasing or directly quoting, feel free to consult the Writing Studio professional/peer consultants and/or myself for assistance. This course is approaching the topic of sex work from a social-scientific perspective; therefore, you are **required to use APA documentation style,** as it is best suited for documenting social-scientific works. There are APA Style Manuals available in the Writing Studio as well as at the 3rd-floor Reference Desk; likewise, the following online guide should prove very helpful for both in-text citing of sources as well as creating a list of references using APA-style guidelines:

http://dianahacker.com/resdoc/social_sciences/intext.html

**Learning Needs:** If you have a diagnosed learning disability or specific learning needs, speak with me about this **no later than the 3rd day of the block** and we will work together to make reasonable accommodations.

**Moodle:** We will be using this course management tool (http://www.cornellcollege.edu/moodle) for various aspects of the course, including my posting announcements, in-class/out-of-class exercises, take-home exams, and your participating in forum discussions when asked and posting completed exercises/exams/group-led discussion handouts/stages of your collaborative original-research project. Also, my plan is to post your grades on Moodle, thus allowing you to self-monitor your progress in the course.
Course Requirements and Percentage of Final Grade [1000 possible points total]:
- Class Participation/Attendance: 10% [100 points]
- Group-Led Class Discussion of Readings: 10% [100 points]
- In-Class/Out-of-Class Exercises: 10% [100 points]
- Take-Home Exams: 30% (2@15%) [2@150 points=300 points]
- Collaborative Original-Research Project: 40% [400 points]

Class-Participation/Attendance—10% of Final Grade [100 points total]: The majority of class time will involve class discussions of readings, films, etc. that will require ample class-participation. Students should come to class having read the assigned readings and prepared to discuss. Should it appear that students are not keeping up on the readings, pop-quizzes may be implemented.

Attendance is required. You are allowed one “get-out-of-jail-free” missed class period; a second and third missed class period will each result in a drop of ½ a letter of your final grade. Four or more missed class periods may be grounds for failure of the entire course. NOTE: I do not distinguish between excused and unexcused absences.

Assessing your Class-Participation/Attendance:
- Your class-participation will be gauged both on quantity (do you regularly participate in class discussions) and quality (are your questions/comments thoughtful, engaging, provoke discussion, offer unique insights, enhance the class’s understanding of the readings, etc.)
- I will take attendance daily.

Group-Led Class Discussion on Readings—10% of Final Grade [100 points]: Once during the block you will collaborate with an assigned group to facilitate discussion of readings during an assigned class period. You should be prepared to lead discussion for approximately one hour. You will also create a handout to distribute to the class that must include the following:
1. Discussion questions/talking points that arose from the assigned readings and/or relate to previous readings/discussions/lectures/exercises in the block.
2. A proposed essay question(s) appropriate for inclusion on a take-home exam—you are required to have at least one question but may have multiples.

Assessing your Group-Led Class Discussion:
- Discussion Questions/Talking Points—Thoughtfulness of your questions, how engaged class members are in discussion, the uniqueness of insights you provide and/or provoke from class members, etc.
- Discussion Mediation—Balance of the discussion (discussion facilitators shouldn’t dominate the discussion, but should provide more than simply a few observations), discussion facilitators’ equal participation (no discussion facilitator should dominate—each facilitator should participate equally), and your keeping discussion on track.
- Proposed Essay Question—Thoughtfulness/thoroughness of the question, how well it demonstrates your understanding of readings, and how well it integrates other relevant course content/discussions.
- Evaluation of Own/Others’ Contributions—You will evaluate your own and other group members’ contribution to the discussion preparation and handout; thus, there is the possibility of different group members getting different grades.

In-Class/Out-of-Class Exercises—10% of Final Grade [100 points total]: Periodically I will ask you to complete short in-class or out-of-class exercises related to the course content. These will be fairly impromptu, and I am unsure of how many I will assign at this time. They will vary in nature, perhaps consisting of posting some brief comments to a Moodle discussion forum, providing a brief analysis of some provided data sources, reflecting on some discussions from class, etc. I will announce them in class and post them to Moodle with brief descriptions of the exercise, my expectations, and the due date.

Assessing your In-Class/Out-of-Class Exercises:
- You will receive partial credit just for completing the exercise.
- Assessment criteria will vary by the exercise, but largely will be based on the thought and effort put into the exercise.
Take-Home Exams—30% (2@15%) [2@150 points=300 points total]: There will be two take-home exams (see the Course Calendar for due dates, abbreviated as THEx1 and THEx2). I will post these to Moodle on the dates indicated on the Course Calendar. These exams will consist of essay questions, some of which may be drawn from the questions provided on the discussion handouts. You may consult your course readings, discussion handouts and notes, lecture notes, etc. to complete these exams and must cite your sources appropriately using APA style. You have the following three options for taking these exams:

1. You may work alone on the exam;
2. You may work collaboratively with classmate(s) discussing the exam questions but compose your answers alone; with this option, you must indicate on your exam (1) with whom you worked, and (2) that the answers were written solely by you;
3. You may work collaboratively with classmate(s) discussing the exam questions and compose your answers as a group; with this option, you must indicate on your exam (1) with whom you worked and (2) that the answers were written collaboratively. NOTE: For this 3rd option, your entire group will receive the same grade.

♦ Assessing your Take-Home Exams:
  o Organization/Clarity/Integration of Course Materials —Clear statement of a thesis and well-organized supporting of the thesis. Aptness of integrating information/insights from course readings, discussions, films, etc., into your answers, demonstrating understanding of the course materials and using them to support your thesis.
  o Documentation of Sources—Use of proper APA documentation of sources, including lecture notes, discussion notes, film notes, excerpts from discussion forums, etc.—see the APA Style Manual for how to cite these types of information.

Collaborative Original-Research Project—40% of Final Grade [400 points]: You and a partner (or a group of no more than three) will complete an original-research project on a research focus of your choosing. To aid in your success with this project, I have broken it into the various stages described below. Also, Cuba’s Chapters 3 and 4 on writing a literature review and research proposal (PDF available in Moodle) and the sessions regarding library research and writing an original-research paper with Writing Studio Consultant Jen Rouse (Library 124, x4466, jrouse) will be crucial to your success with this project. Some other general guidelines:

♦ Use the following online guide for APA in-text citations, list of references, and manuscript format: http://dianahacker.com/resdoc/social_sciences/intext.html

♦ The final research paper should be approximately 15-20 pages, including the title, abstract, and references pages but not including appendixes. I have included approximate lengths for each section of the paper below.

♦ Non-negotiable restrictions on your research:
  o You are not allowed to do anything illegal. For example, your research cannot involve patronizing/procuring/practicing prostitution; your research cannot involve viewing any content that is classified as “obscene, child pornography or harmful to minors”; you cannot visit erotic dancing clubs and/or consume alcohol while researching these establishments if you are not of the legal age; you cannot visit an adult entertainment store and/or view/obtain pornographic media if you are not of the legal age.
  o I am restricting anyone from doing research on pornographic websites, as I do not want anyone giving out credit card/personal information to these sites. If you wish to do research involving pornographic media and are uncomfortable with renting and/or buying materials, we can discuss your options.

♦ Assessing your Collaborative Original-Research Project
  o Rubric—I am developing a detailed rubric for how this project will be assessed.
  o Self/Group Evaluation—You will evaluate your partner’s/groups members’ and your own effort and contribution toward the original-research project.

STAGE 1: Preliminary Research Proposal Materials + Research Proposal: 10% [100 points]
  o Preliminary Bibliography + Brief Description of Research Focus—DUE Nov. 1 at Midnight

---

You should have a bibliography (not annotated) of two scholarly sources you think you’ll be using in your literature review. Plus, you should bring these sources to the session with Jen Rouse and be prepared to write annotations (i.e., you should have at least skimmed these sources to glean the main points). Plus, you should have a brief description (couple sentences or so) of your research focus and bring that to the session with Jen as well.

Preliminary Research Proposal Materials—DUE Nov. 4 at meeting time

- **Introductory paragraph(s) [1-2 pg.]:** Opening paragraph(s) that frame(s) the thesis of your paper and then outlines how you will support this thesis. It should also include hypotheses/propositions that you will test/explore [See Cuba (2002), p. 86-88].
- **Annotated Bibliography:** You are required to have a minimum of six scholarly sources for this annotated bibliography that will become your literature review [See the “Writing an Annotated Bibliography” link on the library’s Research by Topic—Social Sciences]. Your sources should include (if available) a mix of original-research works, literature reviews of previous research, and/or theoretical pieces; you may use course readings but you must have at least three outside sources.
- **Research Methods [1-2 pg.]:** Describes how you plan to collect and analyze your data—ask yourself, “What does my audience need to know about the research context/plan of analysis to adequately understand my research?” It should include (1) the data/data sources you will be analyzing, (2) discussion of your measurement instrument or plan of analysis, and (3) additional description of the research context [See Cuba (2002), p. 96-98].
  - We will discuss in the individual meetings how much data/data sources are sufficient to carry out your research.

Research Proposal—DUE Nov. 7—post to Moodle by Noon

- **Title Page [1 page]:** See APA Manuscript Format link above for formatting and what should be included on title page.
- **Introduction [3½-6 pg.]:** Includes (1) your revised introductory paragraph(s) [1-2 pages], (2) your literature review (minimum six scholarly sources) [2-3 pages], and (3) hypotheses/propositions that you will test/explore in your study [1/2-1 page].
  - Section Heading: Introduction, bolded and centered.
  - Subheadings: Literature Review and Hypotheses/Propositions, both underlined and centered.
- **Research Methods [1½-2½ pg.]:** Your revised research methods, with revisions driven by suggestions from our meeting. Plus, you should add a brief reflection on how your “social situatedness” relates to and/or might influence your interpretations/analyses of the data—see “reflexivity” discussion in SocSciResMeth, “Feminist Research” entry.
  - Section Heading: Research Methods, bolded and centered.
- **References [1 pg.]:** Include all referenced sources, using APA documentation style.
  - Section Heading: References, bolded and centered.

STAGE 2: Preliminary Data Analysis + Research Paper: 10% [100 points]

Preliminary Data Analysis—DUE Nov. 17 at meeting time

- You should bring notes on what data you’ve collected thus far and preliminary analysis you’ve written of this data. This may be in fairly rough form, but you must have some data collection/analysis completed by this meeting. My primary goal is to see where you are and how I can help you move toward your writing the Results and Discussion sections.

Research Paper—DUE Nov. 23—post to Moodle by noon

- **Title Page [1 pg.]:** See above.
- **Abstract [1 page]:** One paragraph summarizing (1) the focus of your research, (2) your research methods, and (3) the major findings of your research [See Cuba (2002), p. 85].
  - Section Heading: Abstract, bolded and centered.
STAGE 3: Poster Presentation: 10% [100 points]—Nov. 22, 9-9:45am and 10-10:45am

Each group will present their research via a poster presentation. We will have half the class's posters set up for each 45-minute session, and those class members not presenting will mingle from poster to poster. When presenting, you should be prepared to answer questions regarding all aspects of your research (hypotheses/propositions, methods, results, discussion, etc.) and note feedback given by your classmates and your professor that you wish to incorporate into your final research paper.

Poster presentations can take various forms but all have key elements that make them effective; for some tips on what a poster presentation might look like/should contain, see the following sites:

http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/speaking/poster/index.cfm
http://www.lcss.edu/ss150/poster.htm
http://www.aas.duke.edu/trinity/research/vt/postertips.html

The Instructional Media Studio (2nd-floor Library, x5300) has a poster printer that you may use (you are not required); the following link has information about the costs/formatting suggestions, or contact Annette Beck (abeck, x4125) for assistance:

http://www.cornellcollege.edu/library/multimedia-studio/plotter.shtml

♦ Assessing your Poster Presentation:

o Presentation of Research—Contains title/authors of paper; presents main points of introduction, hypotheses/propositions, research methods, results, and conclusions in a concise/organized manner—enough that viewer gets the gist of the research but can ask questions for clarification/further insights.

o Visual Presentation—Visually appealing; appropriate font sizes/variants; use of graphics (e.g., tables, figures, etc.) are appropriate, well-presented; content is arranged so that viewer can understand order without narration/direction.

STAGE 4: Final Research Paper: 10% [100 points]—DUE Nov. 23—post to Moodle by Noon
You should revise your paper to include feedback by your professor (both written feedback and during the poster presentations) and by classmates given during the poster presentations.

**STAGE 5: Self/Group Evaluation + Reflection: 10% [100 points]—DUE Nov. 22 by 5pm—post to Moodle**

- I will give you an evaluation form in which you will evaluate your partner's/groups members’ and your own effort and contribution toward the original-research project. You will also be asked to give a “grade” out of 100 points to yourself and each of your group members and provide comments.
- Briefly reflect (roughly a page) on how you think this research project contributed to/changed your understanding of sex work, what kind of research would you do in the future on sex work (if you had all the time and the money in the world), the pros/cons of working in a group on such a project (if applicable), etc. I’m just curious about any thoughts you have to offer on your experience with this project.

**READINGS AND FILMS**


